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An analysis of the difference of men and women in men are from mars women are from venus by john gra. There is no
sharp division between male and female .

So women give unconditionally, and proactively seek ways to help others, whereas men only give when they
feel that their efforts will be fairly appreciated and rewarded, and often will not know how or what to give
without being specifically asked. Chapter 5: Speaking Different Languages Men talk in very literal terms for
the purpose of relaying information; women employ artistic licence and dramatic vocabulary to fully express
and relate their feelings. Women feel validated and gratified by being offered sympathy or unsolicited
assistance, and feel undermined when they are left to sort things out by themselves. At these times they may
become utterly unapproachable, demanding the right to be left on their own and to be allowed not to express
their feelings, but if given support by being afforded space for a little while, they will soon feel better and
spring back into their usual loving selves once again. This has to be worked at, because if either partner feels
their efforts towards the relationship are not being successful in pleasing their partner, they may feel hurt and
decide to revert to their instinctive behaviour. Chapter 4: How to Motivate the Opposite Sex A man's instinct
is to look after himself, even if it means sacrificing others; a woman's instinct is to look after others, even if it
means sacrificing herself. Men like to demonstrate their abilities by being allowed to solve problems without
interference; women like to demonstrate their feelings by being allowed to relate problems without
interference. This difference of perception is why men are generally much less willing to apologise than
women. External links. He writes when she feels full of love and energy to give to others, her wave is stable.
Yet this "time-out" lets them distance themselves from the problem and relax, allowing them to re-examine the
problem later from a fresh perspective. For women, loving someone means knowing and attending to their
needs without waiting to be asked, and so a loved person should never have to ask for anything as their needs
ought to be anticipated ahead of time. If men give, and women appreciate, both end up feeling happy. In a
relationship, a man has to learn how to care for his partner rather than sacrificing her needs in favour of his
own, and a woman has to learn how to be cared for by her partner rather than sacrificing her own needs in
favour of his, so that the needs of both are met. When women become unduly stressed, their natural reaction is
to talk with someone close about it even if talking doesn't provide a solution to the problem at hand. Chapter
Scoring Points with the Opposite Sex Men feel loved if their efforts at giving are appreciated; women feel
loved according to what they receive. If a man grumbles about a request then he is actually considering it, and
the best approach is to simply wait for him to come to a decision without saying anything further, and aim to
accept the outcome graciously. The differences you see are differences between averages. When men do
communicate, they like to get to the point, and generally only want to listen if they feel the conversation has a
point; women enjoy talking for its own sake, and are happy to listen unconditionally. When engaged in an
argument, men use strong and aggressive words to ensure that they win the argument, and women are
frequently forced to back down in the face of a totally determined and implacable opponent. Gray clarifies
how these two perceptions of "strokes" cause conflict. Women should therefore control their expectations of
men being able to anticipate their needs, ask for help without making it sound like a demand because they
resent the need to do so, and appreciate the help they receive even though it needed to be requested first.
Often, they literally retreat: In their "caves", men writes Gray are not necessarily focused on the problem at
hand.


